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DEDICATION

This book is dedicated to Mr. K.L. Chugh and
Mrs. Kamal Chugh who have developed
scores of young people from ordinary working
hands to extraordinary leaders. Their life and
mission is an ever inspiring fountain for
future generations of leaders.

Dr. V. Barla

Bhadrachalam Silvers Group
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FOREWORD

On reading the book “Built to Lead” written
by Dr. V. Barla with Bhadrachalam Silvers, I
find that this is much more than a book on
Leadership. It is indeed a work that
beautifully illustrates powerful themes. First,
it is an insight into how new companies can
gain a foothold in the competitive industry
and attain leadership status. Second, it is a
book on how people from humble

backgrounds can move up in their careers.

Further, this book is about how leadership development from the
grassroots helps to build great organizations. The field experience of
Mr. Chugh and his team in handling planning, organizing, staffing,
controlling and reviewing as management functions and division of
labour, delegation, motivation, career development, etc. as
management tools have been demonstrated using the case studies of
what exactly shaped the establishment of Bhadrachalam Paperboards
Ltd. (BPL). The saga of establishing BPL in the backward tribal area
of Burgumpad, Khammam District of the erstwhile State of Andhra
Pradesh started with the land acquisition by involvement of the
District Collector of Khammam District who boldly decided to give
700 acres of land. The process of this land acquisition, described as a
fascinating story by the author, is a wonderful lesson for management
students and business leaders.

Then came the phase of manpower development. Mr. Chugh brought
a few engineers from IITs and other good institutions to be trained as
future leaders. The training and case studies of these managers and
engineers, who became CEOs of companies including BPL itself, is
another absorbing section in the book which lends to newer learning.
Learning also occurred in the backward areas in and around
Bhadrachalam. After skill development, the local people were
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engaged with work. Besides these, farmers also were also involved in
plantation on barren lands on a massive scale. This generated income
which they never had initially expected. It, therefore, became a major
initiative in the country and was appreciated by awards and rewards
from the Ministry of Environment and Forests, Government of India.
The method of dual employment and environment development
brought fortunes to the local people. This is surely a takeaway from
successful model for industrial houses as well as the government to
emulate from the experiences of BPL.

On business development front, the book deals with finer nuances of
how markets were developed in India and abroad despite the
many hurdles in the tribal areas. The biggest contribution of BPL was
in terms of bringing professionalism into a market hitherto dominated
by unprofessional practices and underhand dealings. Professional
development for young managers can be drawn from this section of
the book. It details in depth about business ethics and personal
transformation.

The other areas of development like pollution control, technology
development, safety and campus school are also discussed to
enlighten the readers. Pollution control naturally is on the agenda of
every new venture but many are struggling to manage the pollution
related problems. The experience of BPL in combating pollution in a
chemical industry like paper manufacturing is a must-read lesson
which cannot be glossed over. The company got several awards from
the Government of India for their efforts in pollution control.
Technology development is yet another area that BPL has a
wonderful experience to offer. The company implemented latest
technologies which were unknown to the paper industry in India.
Processes such as Oxygen Bleaching and Ozone Bleaching were
introduced, and the process of acquiring such newer technologies is a
good lesson for the new age leaders of the 21st century.

Another noteworthy feature of the book is the way BPL followed the
ILO norms of safety right from the beginning which is rare in many
industries in India or in developing countries. Though the return on
investment is not directly visible in putting the safety practices in
place, BPL took lead and trained all the workmen and officers by
sending them to training courses in India and abroad. This is a great
model to emulate by human resource leaders of present generation.
The book also deals with development of Campus School and
Swachh Village Movement by Bhadrachalam Mahila Samithi lead by
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Mrs. Kamal Chugh which gave indirect support to the establishment
of BPL and its productivity movement, winning national productivity
awards thrice in succession, besides many other international awards.

Overall, the book is a must-read for college students and business
leaders engaged in project management and leadership development.
It is written in simple business language to facilitate ease while
reading to sustain the attention of the readers.

I congratulate Dr. V. Barla and his fellow-silvers for their wonderful
work and making their learnings and experiences public in the form
of this book.

Prof. Sandeep Sancheti

Vice Chancellor, SRMIST, Kattankulathur, Tamil Nadu &
Former President, Association of Indian Universities, New Delhi.
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SPECIAL HONOURS

गुरुॄर्ह्मागुरुिवर्ंणुगुर्रुदेर्वोमहेश्वरःA
गुरुसाक्षातपरॄह्मा तःमैौीगुरवेनमःAA1AA

Guru is Brahma, Vishnu and Maheshwara! Guru is supreme
consciousness; thus salutations to sacred teacher (Adi
Shankaracharya).

THE FOUR EARS OF ITC

1969-1983 1983-1991

AJIT NARAIN HAKSAR JAGDISH NARAIN SAPRU
■ Led ITC into hotels and paperboards.
■ BAT divested to bring down equity

holdings to below 40 per cent as per
regulatory requirements.

■ Added agri-business. Launched ‘Sundrop’
brand.

■ Amalgamated Tribeni Tissues with the
company.

1991-1995 1995-2019

KRISHAN LAL CHUGH YOGESH CHANDER DEVESHWAR
■ Diversified into information technology

(ITC Infotech) and Finance (ITC Classic
Finance).

■ Started an asset management company to
float a mutual fund.

■ Encouraged exports.
■ ITC became a star trading house under

him.

■ Led the big push into FMCG streams –
foods, personal care, lifestyle retailing.

■ Amalgamated ITC Classic Finance into
ICICI and divested edible oil and seeds
business.

■ De-listed hotel business.
■ Started e-choupal for farmers.

Source: http://www.forbesindia.com/article/boardroom/the-itc-kings-gambit/14562/1
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SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF
THE BOOK

This book is neither about ITC Ltd. nor about ITC PSPD (BPL).
It is about the emergence of world-class leaders at BPL under the
stewardship of Mr. K.L. Chugh with a unique philosophy right from
the project design stage. This is also a biography of KLC as I
witnessed, in my modest understanding, during my working in this
great organization, BPL, as also thereafter from my kith and kin
working at the Mills and as a native of Burgumpad and Bhadrachalam
zone where this plant is located. It is all about those events that were
documented during the period of establishing ITC BPL and thereafter,
to the extent, data is available and what several people described with
their experiences during my study of the company background. I’m
sure the undocumented and unavailable data is much more that puts
limitations on the book-scope, though the captured value is beyond
our expectations.

During my study of the data archives on the topic and interviews
with learned people, the respondents have suggested to make it useful
to the entrepreneurs and academic scholars. Thus, we have picked up
the relevant material for inclusion in the book. Therefore, the readers
might find something not covered or left out in the book. Such
material will be considered on merits for inclusion in the next volume,
as we see it as an evolving document to the extent the company is
evolving year after year. Hence, the purpose of this book, as of now
in the first edition, is to serve as an “Entrepreneurial Leadership
Guide” to the young leaders, academics and entrepreneurs, using the
examples drawn from ITC BPL saga championed by Mr. K.L. Chugh
and colleagues. There have been many other extraordinary people
who contributed vastly to the organization especially from the
boardrooms of ITC, the parent company. We have apologetically not
touched upon their roles in this venture to keep our focus on that
variety of leadership Mr. Chugh and his colleagues provided to the
project, which makes this book so special.

In this edition, we have also not been able to cover the perceived,
national or international, roadblocks and legal issues Mr. Chugh may
have overcome in ascending the corporate ladder. We are constrained
to delist those rough edges, putting another limitation on the scope of
this book.
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Case studies and illustrations with theoretical backdrops have
been picked up from the open sources which are not under copyright.
This has added a silver-lining to the scope and originality of such
material and we have considered it as a privilege to honour such
authors by picking on their work, though in tit-bits, in this volume.
The essential purpose is to bring the special knowledge to use.

Since our scriptures say, Vidya viniyogadvikasaha (Knowledge
shines when utilized).

I am confident that my readers will appreciate the aforesaid
limitations.

Dr. V. Barla
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PREFACE
Silver and Gold are the most coveted possessions in a household.

In this Biography and Entrepreneurial Leadership Book, and the
making of ITC Bhadrachalam Paperboards Ltd., Silvers are the
people whom Mr. K.L. Chugh (KLC) developed as a part of
establishing ITC BPL (now christened – ITC PSPD – Paperboards
and Specialty Papers Division), which celebrated its silver jubilee
year during 2004-05 and now heading towards Golden Jubilee in
2029. They are the Golds for the Chughs. Their association and
experience in building Bhadrachalam under the stewardship of KLC
are captured in this book to showcase the practice of Entrepreneurial
Leadership in building this great enterprise as India’s largest
manufacturers of Paperboards and Specialty papers.

Building Bhadrachalam has another connotation. The temple
town of Bhadrachalam, the abode of Sri Seetha Ramanjaneya Swamy,
was a small village on the eastern side of river Godavari while ITC
PSPD is situated on the western banks of Godavari way back in 1975-
76. Now, with the establishment of this company, the whole region of
Bhadrachalam, Burgumpad, Sarapaka and all the adjoining 20
villages, attained economic upliftment, from utter poverty to middle-
class status and above, with creation of huge employment
opportunities and livelihood for people in this region, besides
enormous contribution to the Government exchequer by way of taxes
and duties. They have indeed become proud owners of Silvers and
Golds, thanks to ITC PSPD. The whole region of Bhadrachalam has
seen socio-economic upliftment with trained and empowered locals
and non-locals, experts and other staff.

The author of this book is a native of Burgumpad where ITC
BPL is established. As one of the proud Silvers, an ex-employee of
this enterprise, with my lifetime association with this region and with
ITC PSPD Silvers group, I venture to dig deep into what makes this
company so great as an Entrepreneurial Leadership saga, in writing
this book.

This book is about Entrepreneurship and Leadership
development practiced, beyond books, during the annals of the BPL
under the leadership of KLC. Hailed as one of the most successful
and fastest paper projects in the world, BPL has many lessons to offer
to the younger generation. Such lessons are brought out succinctly in
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various chapters in this book through appropriate live examples and
exciting case studies for the discerning minds. These case studies also
highlight the Social Work and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
projects that went hand-in-hand with BPL saga which is so unique
and worth understanding.

Another interesting feature of this book is the exemplary work
done under the stewardship of Mrs. Kamal Chugh, be it The
Bhadrachalam Mahila Samithi works, The BPL School or The Divya
Chaya Trust and other welfare organizations whose contributions
added a silver lining to the Farm Forestry, Social Forestry and
massive plantation schemes undertaken by the company under the
leadership of KLC – the real CSR work – when the corporate world
in India seldom thought of CSR except a few. This demonstrated that
a company, like a fish, has to thrive in the waters around it. Thus,
BPL envisioned socio-economic well-being and social upliftment,
skill development and empowerment of people and its environment as
its basic responsibility besides its business.

Some of the interesting features of Bhadrachalam Paperboards
Ltd. (BPL) include the following:

1. The BPL Project – Design, commissioning, erection –
people, events, vendors and contractors – Entrepreneurial
Leadership lessons.

The uniqueness of BPL project is the way in which core
competence was embedded into every aspect of the project
way back in 1975 by its leaders, while core competency
concept was propagated only later in 1990 by C.K. Prahalad
and Gary Hamel as “a harmonized combination of multiple
resources and skills that distinguish a firm in the
marketplace”, and therefore, are the foundation of
companies’ competitiveness. This chapter describes the core
competency fundamentals in its every line through what
was physically established. A must read.

2. Forest management, plantations, raw material
arrangements for BPL and policy of the Government.

“Man is inseparable from his environment” and “business
is as safe as its environment”.

The traditional paper industry adage is “He who has fibre
controls the industry”.
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BPL’s bold move to source its raw materials from farmers
by getting them to grow eucalyptus/casuarinas met with
much resistance. Between 1982 and 1989, the company
could get Eucalyptus/Casuarinas and Subabul plantations
going on only about 2,000 hectares. Nevertheless, BPL still
saw an opportunity. It was aware that people in the region
were looking for alternative crops that would be pest and
flood resistant, offer better income and require less looking
after – the region had a large share of absentee landlords
and wastelands. It believed an improved eucalyptus crop
could meet these needs. What followed was a green
revolution and environmental resurrection, in millions of
hectares of land by Chugh’s team much like the white
revolution of Kurien. An absorbing story.

That takes us to the next part of the book – Leadership
Development in Commercial and Marketing.

3. Creation of HR, Marketing, Commercial, Accounts and
Purchase/Finance Departments.

Evolution of funding pattern and funding agencies, banks
and financial institutions, and capital markets of BPL –
Liaison and PR. How Government departments, local
people, interest groups, strikes and political forces were
managed for good with case studies – Management of
vendors, machinery suppliers, international agencies,
contractors and implementation of contracts – Real-time
problems and solutions with examples. These chapters aptly
provide the readers many lessons as to how the overall
success accrued when the leader planed technical and
commercial together to scintillate the external and internal
stakeholders.

And then the memoirs.

4. The potpourri of memoirs and experiences.

Of people who worked closely with Mr. K.L. Chugh with
case studies and photographs. Emotions pour out. People
cry out of happiness of working with KLC as he leaves
Mills and Hyderabad Office to take over as Chairman of
ITC at Calcutta. The charismatic leader made all the
difference when he made everyone around him a leader. A
true leadership lesson for many business families who
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believe in ― me all ― or aham brahmasmi attitude. But
how one develops leaders is what comes out from this
motion and emotion filled section as we read through. The
stories narrated by the legends – Pradeep Dhobale, K.L.
Narasimhan, Padmanabha, B. Shetty among others – are
heart touching indeed!

Further, write-ups on people who made biggest impact in
making of BPL —

A leader is the one who makes many other leaders ― is what we
learn as we read this chapter. Many leaders of BPL write about their
success stories in respective departments and corporate roles in this
chapter that makes a summary of the basic intent of this book. And
how such success saga could have been otherwise but for the
effective leadership. 21st Century Leadership is a multidimensional
and integrative view of leadership that is based in relationships.
Through shared purposes and aspirations, leadership brings forward
new ways of being, knowing and doing, while respecting the
developmental nature of the human life. 21st Century Leadership is
oriented towards being inclusive, collaborative, and of service, to
individuals, the social good and ecological sustainability.

In the traditional corporate model, strong leaders pursued a
singular vision through the strong command of an organization.
Today, we live in a time of rapid change, when products and services
often become obsolete overnight, and competition includes startups
and companies in adjacent industries — the traditional leadership
archetypes need not apply. Instead an entirely new value system is
beginning to emerge for the leaders of the future, one that will
continue to grow with the rise of new tools like Artificial Intelligence,
Augmented Reality, Block Chain Technologies, Robotics and
Automation – all meant for human welfare and right conduct – opines
Mr. Chugh who believes in the hymn: Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
(1.3.28).

The book also covers Family life of Mr. K.L. Chugh –

“Happy family – happy work-life and vice versa” is proven in
the narratives of Chugh’s Couple, an ideal couple who gave a
wonderful, practical and trustworthy meaning to “work-life balance”
– a fine balance that an individual needs between time allocated for
work and other aspects of life. Areas of life other than work-life can
be, but not limited to personal interests, family and social or leisure
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activities because they made the whole BPL as a single greater family.
This is an important lesson in this era where many business houses
are breaking away and getting weaker. That is the personality of this
wonder-couple.

Awards won by BPL is another interesting section.

Winning awards is a habit for KLC team. Every time an award is
won, the team feels “We are candidly rejoicing the moment and are
celebrating the honour accredited to us. However, this award has
entrusted us with a responsibility of raising the standard and repute of
business with our defect-free practices in our each endeavour and by
constructing a flawless establishment which will be at par with the
international standards and national policies”. This lesson that
“awards is responsibility” helps to get more award any time and every
time to this team.

Dr. V. Barla
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Chapter 1

K.L. Chugh – Leadership
Development at BPL

Leadership Development at Bhadrachalam Paperboards Ltd.
(BPL) began with the induction of Mr. K.L. Chugh as the BPL
Project In-charge from ITC in the year 1975. His life and mission is
an inspiring story to begin with, for the youth who are willing to take
up the challenges and grow as the future leaders.

K.L. Chugh’s Life and Mission – The Role Model for Young Leaders

K.L. Chugh is the Chairman Emeritus of ITC Ltd. He was
Chairman of the ITC Group from November 1991 to December 1995.
On his retirement, he was honoured with the title of Chairman
Emeritus – ITC. Prior to joining ITC in 1971, Mr. Chugh – a
Mechanical Engineer from Delhi University – worked for 10 years
with India’s largest engineering enterprise, the Heavy Engineering
Corporation, a public sector organization based in Ranchi. Mr. Chugh
achieved valuable experience in heavy industry and large projects.

Mr. Chugh was instrumental in setting up of ITC Bhadrachalam
Paperboards Ltd. in the tribal area of Andhra Pradesh. Leading a
young team, Mr. Chugh implemented this large project in record time
with no cost overruns. The company has since received numerous
awards in recognition of its excellent working and has grown to
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become India’s largest company. Mr. Chugh has authored Clonal
Plantation Technology in Bhadrachalam – which helped spur the
rapid growth of the Indian paper industry. In 1989, Mr. Chugh came
back to ITC as Vice-Chairman and took over as Chairman in 1991.
During his stewardship, ITC became one of the India’s leading
private sector corporations in turnover, profit and market
capitalization, the country’s largest exporter and a prestigious Super
Star Trading House. During Mr. Chugh’s tenure of four years as
Chairman, ITC grew more than two-fold in turnover and almost four
times in profit. For two consecutive years, ITC was India’s No. 1
Company based on a number of criteria – growth, profit, return to
shareholders and market capitalization. In the early days of economic
liberalization, Mr. Chugh re-engineered ITC to grow as India’s
leading multinational company. He was the first Indian CEO to talk
about ‘Creating India’s Multinationals’ and encouraging global
competitiveness.

Mr. Chugh was appointed as a Director on the Central Board of
Reserve Bank of India, Shipping Credit and Investment Company of
India Ltd., Tourism Finance Corporation of India and National
Housing Bank of India; Member of Board of Governors, National
Council of Applied Economic Research; IIM, Kolkata;
Administrative Staff College of India and President, AIMA.
Mr. Chugh was elected as the financial world’s International 1994
CEO of the Year Asia and in 1993 was adjudged amongst the Top 2
Best Indian Chief Executives. He was elected as one of five ‘Tobacco
Men of the Year’ by the World Tobacco International, USA and the
Most Distinguished Alumni of the Delhi College of Engineering.

He guided many institutions as : Chairman of Gati Ltd., Director
of Sandhar Auto Industries, Urban Mass Transit Co., Fozal Small
Hydro Power and Spice Telecom and Member of Board of Governors
of the Indian Institute of Management, Bengaluru and Population
Foundation of India.

Mr. Chugh’s current interests are management consulting,
renewable energy and education.

Prior to joining ITC, Mr. Chugh was amongst the first 10 young
Engineers to join and worked for 10 years with India’s largest
Engineering Enterprise, the Public Sector Heavy Engineering
Corporation, Ranchi, Bihar. During this period, he experienced the
challenges of building a Mega Project.
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The company received National Productivity Awards for three
consecutive years 1982, 1983 and 1984, and a special Award in 1986
at the hands of Honourable President of India. Today, ITC
Bhadrachalam is the largest paperboard mill in India and amongst the
top 10 in the world.

Plantation Plans and Awards from President of India
His Excellency Abdul Kalam

Corporate Excellence Awards through the Hands of President and
Prime Minister

Mr. Chugh was Member Board of Governors, Administrative
Staff College Hyderabad, Academy for Excellence in Management
Education Madras and Indian Institute of Management Kolkata. As a
Chairman, Assocham Knowledge Millennium Council, he helped
position Assocham as the “Knowledge Chamber of India”. He was
President of All India Management Association during 1993-94. He
has been member Board of Governors of IIM Bangalore for 10 years
till May 2016.

He is presently Chairman Emeritus, ITC; Chairman, Gati Ltd.;
Chairman, Cosmos Consulting; Member Board of Directors of
Sandhar Auto Group; Population Foundation of India from 1998 to
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September 2018; Member Board of Directors, Kiwani Club, New
Delhi; Member Advisory Council of Institute of Directors – IOD; and
Member, Board of Management India Energy Forum. In 1992, during
his annual speech as Chairman, ITC, Mr. Chugh was the first Indian
CEO to beckon emergence of India’s multinationals, powered by
knowledge, leadership and endowed by India Spiritual Capital.

Accolades from Ms. Shiela Dixit and Pt. Ravi Shankar

National and International Awards and Honours received by K.L. Chugh

Honours and
Awards

Awarding
Organization

Year of
Award

Honourary Fellowship, in recognition
of his outstanding leadership, vision
and managerial achievements in Indian
and international business

AIMA, Bombay 1992

One of the Two ‘Best Indian Chief
Executives’

Media Poll 1993

International CEO of the Year – Asia Financial World 1994
National Award for Outstanding
Contribution to HRD

National HRD
Network

994

Honoured in recognition of his
extraordinary efforts to achieve the
highest standards in his special areas of
work in the field of business and
industry

Giants
International,
Bombay

1994

Honourary Fellowship, in recognition
of his outstanding leadership, vision
and managerial achievements

AIMA 2002

Distinguished Alumnus Award Delhi
Technological
University

2002
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Award presented for his outstanding
achievements in the field of
management, human resources
development, business and industry,
and also for his involvements with
education and green energy movement

World Business
Forum, Inc., 3rd
May, New York

2003

On the occasion of its Golden Jubilee
Year, AIMA honoured Mr. Chugh for
his eminent contribution to
management in India

All India
Management
Association

2007

Udyog Ratan Award for valuable
contribution in the field of industry

Delhi Telegu
Academy

2007

Global Alumni Excellence Award for
bringing glory to his almameter and
pride to the nation by his exemplary
contributions to engineering and
technology profession at GLOBAL
ALUMNI CONCLAVE – 7th to 8th
January.

Delhi
Technological
University

2012

“Token of gratitude for the immense
lifelong contribution to the Energy
Forum. We cannot thank you enough
for having imparted your priceless
distilled wisdom and sincerely look
forward to your continued guidance.”

India Energy
Forum

2018

Mr. Chugh’s current interests include renewable energy,
strategic business advisory, philanthropy and population issues facing
the nation.

Mr. Chugh received honours and awards from Prime Ministers,
Presidents, Industry Bodies, Ministries, world-class leaders in
different fields and other National and International bodies, as shown
in the following pictures.

A very inspiring saga indeed!
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K.L. CHUGH HONOURS AND AWARDS

Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi – Greets K.L. Chugh

Hon’ble Prime Minister of India Mr. Manmohan Singh –
Greets Mr. K.L. Chugh
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The President of India Mr. Abdul Kalam – Greets Mr. K.L. Chugh

Mr. K.L. Chugh Shares Dais with
Abdul Kalam, M.M. Joshi and R.K. Somani

at Knowledge Millennium – III
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K.C. Panth and K.L. Chugh at Agri-Biotechnology Council

P.V. Narasimha Rao – Greets K.L. Chugh




